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About This Content
All Silver Pack, Gold Pack and Platinum Pack owners already have all retro tables.
This DLC unlocks 27 retro pinball tables, including
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Time Machine Retro Table
Locomotion Retro Table
Devil Riders Retro Table
Pinball Champ Retro Table
Shooting the Rapids Retro Table
Farfalla Retro Table
Hot Wheels Retro Table
Space Shuttle Retro Table
Circus Retro Table
Combat Retro Table
House of Diamonds Retro Table
Earth Wind Fire Retro Table
Robot Retro Table
Blackbelt Retro Table
Soccer Kings Retro Table
Star God Retro Table
Magic Castle Retro Table
Clown Retro Table
Fire Mountain Retro Table
Nautilus Retro Table
Mexico '86 Retro Table
Zankor Retro Table
Mystic Star Retro Table
Aerobatics Retro Table
Supersonic Retro Table
Universe Retro Table
Spooky Retro Table
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - 27 Retro Tables
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018
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EDIT 08\/02\/2018 - Looks like this was fixed the DAY after so absolutely no complaints now :)
The first thing to say about this game... It does EXACTLY what it says on the tin!
I streamed this as a first impressions type of game, expecting a punching shotting madman killing robots and that's exactly what
I got. The game is a super super fun way to waste some time however I did have a couple of issues...
As you can see from the video attached we got to a point in the game that was completely broken, I could literally one shot
everything and not die. Getting to this point allowed me to just run through the game and just wreck shop, my gun even seemed
to hit pretty much in a circle around me taking the difficulty away.
However if this is fixed we will see an amazing game come out of it and I cannot wait to follow the dev process!
If anyone wants to check out my first impressions you can do so here :)
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=a5VS6Zd_zZw. Awesome little game, great controls and nice clean art style. Still need to
git gud to rescue pineapple. Can't wait for sequal.. I like old school isometric RPGs but I really don't like this one. I've tried to
like it but its just directionless, feels half finished, buggy (especially the pathfinding) and doesnt seem to have any enjoyment
factor to it, regret buying.. Masterpiece
amazing catchy story 10\/10
Graphics are great and animated sections are well done
Difficulty is great and puzzles are fun
Multiple endings depending on your choices also side storys (lives of other ppl depend on you)
Good music
Multiplayer. The objective is to get the red ball to touch the star to move onto the next level. You can earn an additonal star for
completing all challenges (creative play). Two of the three additional objectives are fine, but getting the "awesome" solution is
just a waste. You can just lie to the game. All you have to do is take a successful solution and flag it as awesome. Also to earn
these extra objectives, I can't draw under the ball. I did it anyways and the game grants me the extra objectives anyways.
Another problem is that the game wants you to create a separate account for user-generated levels. At the time of the game's
release, the Steam Workshop wasn't available yet, but that was released in 2012. Shocked the author didn't update the Steam
version of this game. Luckily, you can skip this.
Getting the physics to work is frustrating. I just ended up scribbling or drawing the same shape in vain a lot just to get a
different result. Also sometimes drawn objects go through objects in the level, such as levers, when clearly I am supposed to
drop my drawn object onto it!
I see the creativity in the game, but the execution is off. Get something else physics based.. This one may need a little more time
in the oven but it works and is playable.. fix this cursor bug on the main title screen!!!
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Poor downgrade from AWE1. Did not know what to expect when buying this game, I stumbled across it and was drawn in by
the in-game screenshots on the main page. After downloading the game and starting it up I was greeted by a very poor looking
flash cutscene and thought I was tricked into buying a crap game, this was not the case. After the cutscene you are thrown into a
world that is extremely artistic and creepy. I am not very far into the game mind you, but from what I played I must say I
enjoyed very much. My only problem as stated before are the flash cutscenes, they make the game feel cheap and it ruins the
immersion of the game. Other then that I would give this game a 9.5 \/ 10.. Great Visual Novel by Crimson Night and published
by Flying Interactive, on steam. This Visual Novel was very short but very enjoyable with choices with 2 endings 1 being a bad
ending and the other being a good end. Another Visual Novel with easy achievements.. Good fun, with an Overwatch feel but in
VR. FPS is much harder with six degrees of freedom. Get some friends together and PLAY!. The model is pretty good, but
that's where it stops. Braking with this engine is a pain, as it takes forever to stop, and makes it hard to get on time to the
different stations. Acceleration is also pretty bad, making things harder.
The first scenario is next to impossible to achieve, unless you spend 5 or 6 hours trying and finding all types of tricks to gain 1
more second between the second and the third stop in that scenario (and that's why I'm leaving a bad review, really. The first
scenario was so frustrating to complete that it left a bad impression of the overall add-on on me).
Apart from the first scenario, the two other scenarios included work fine. All the achievements can be obtained (even the
"Scotrail Saviour" one, but it'll require you lots of determination).. Lovely music.. The game reminded me resident evil, code
veronica. It looks like a classical horror survival game. I will take my time to beat it and i will keep you informed. As for now, it
seems like an oldschool horror survival game, including puzzles and gameplay. I will be back with my news, cheers to the devs
for staying around and giving big time to fix it.. I bought this because if a hot liberal arts grad student could learn to be
kalashnikov gunsmith in a few hours then she could find a coat.
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